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We had two new, and well supported, 

social events in July. 

Ron organised a Breakfast Meet at 

Lingholm at Portinscale where the 

cars were parked on the lawn and ex-

cellent breakfast rolls were enjoyed 

in the café. The walled gardens were 

also on view but no sign of Peter 

Rabbit though! 

Brian Hodgson then ran the July 

pub run which ran from near 

Keswick via Ullswater and 

Lowther to Langwathby to see the 

Martin brothers collection of clas-

sic cars and motor bikes—a hid-

den gem! After that we headed to 

The Fox, for excellent refresh-

ments. 
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Topical Comment from the world of motoring 
They say that nostalgia isn’t what it used to be and “they” are probably right. We all get dewy eyed 

patriotism at the sight of a Spitfire or a Lancaster flying overhead but none of us are old enough to re-

member when they defended our skies. Around the country there are dozens of restored railways and 

yet how many of us can remember going on a steam powered train?  

A read an article by a “futurologist” recently who said that with our lives and work being increasing 

dominated by technology people would be looking to simpler things in their non work lives, whether it 

be cycling, gardening, walking but generally doing things that we could see and understand. Perhaps 

our interest in older cars mirrors that as our modern highly efficient vehicles have no character and we 

dare not lift the bonnet to fiddle with them? 

Just about every town has one or more “retro” or “vintage” shops, selling replica older furniture and 

things like radios and record players which actually contain modern digital technology. There has been 

a huge revival in vinyl record sales apparently. 

However historic motorsport is all about a false nostalgia. For example, of the 120K people who at-

tended the Goodwood Revival meeting ever attended motorsport pre 1966? While it is wonderful thea-

tre, it is not like it was in period. Hidden away from the track are all the modern mobile workshops 

that tend the cars that in the 50s were either driven to the track or carried in an old war time truck. I 

very much doubt if the spectator of 2017 would wish to go to the loos provided in 1960! 

In the same way, modern historic rallying, as so successfully developed by companies like HERO, are 

nothing like the “real” events held either pre war or post war until the start of stage rallies. Those ral-

lies were flat out all the way, endurance (for both car and crew) events over poor roads and often in the 

case of the RAC Rally, in dreadful weather. None of this regularity stuff and superb over night accom-

modation.  

In truth of course we could not run “proper” rallies like that now and HERO has found a lucrative mar-

ket for their style of event. The recent 1,000 Mile Trial (actually kilometres this year) is in no way a 

replica of the original event which was when the RAC ran a round Britain event in 1900 to prove mo-

tor cars were reliable. Actually completing the event was a “trial.” 

So perhaps Nostalgia is all in the eye of the beholder? 

GTF 
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Sam Kirkpatrick does some saving of tyres at Knockhill in the JSCC round. Sam has 

so far had 5 poles, two wins and several second places. 

 

 

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call 0844 

824 1135 and don’t forget to men)on your club 

when you do! 

 

August Pub Run  

Wednesday 2nd August.  

The run will start from the side road off the A66 between Braithwaite and the 

Por8nscale turn off. Map ref 90/237242. The first car will leave at 7.00pm.  

The run will be one of contrasts with views of some of the finest scenery in 

Cumbria. Large family saloons may find some parts of the route challenging.  

The food will cost £5 per head and entries should go to Dave Nicholson on: 

dwandpnic@b8nternet.com 
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 “The Jim Clark” 

 

Saturday, 19th August  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our 29th Annual Classic Tour  

 

Entry forms on the website 
 

 

Sunday, 20th August 

11 am un)l 4.30 pm    

Dalemain  

Super, Performance & Rally Car  

Feature Display 

Around 700 Classic Cars and One Make Clubs, 

Autotes)ng and Motorsport displays 

Entry forms for vehicles , clubs and trade stands are on the website 

Please note the closing date for entries—no late entries are permi6ed. 
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Club Championships 

 Club Championship Overall 

1. Rob Iveson              142 pts 

2. Craig Stamper  118 pts 

3. Peter Wright   114 pts 

4. John Holliday   104 pts 

5. Jacqui Raine   100 pts 

6. Phil Hodgson     97 pts 

7. Angus Cowan     96 pts 

8. Chris Hunter     89 pts 

9. Jack Palmer     82 pts 

10. Fiona Tyson     70 pts 

 

Ladies Club Championship 

1. Jacqui Raine   100 pts 

2. Fiona Tyson     70 pts 

3. Esther Bowness    45 pts 

4. Maggy Bateman    44 pts 

5. Angela Jones     32 pts 

 

Autotest Championship Overall 

1. Peter Wright   114 pts 

2. Rob Iveson   108 pts 

3. Craig Stamper  103 pts 

4. John Holliday     91 pts 

5. Phil Hodgson     74 pts 

 

FWD Autotest Championship 

1. Peter Wright   99 pts 

2. Craig Stamper  90 pts 

3. Jack Palmer   71 pts 

 

RWD Autotest Championships 

1. John Holliday   121 pts 

2. Stephen Douglas   49 pts 

3. John Sloan    48 pts 

 

FWD PCA Championships 

1. Geoff Rae   48 pts 

2. Phil Hodgson   46 pts 

3. Dave Garner   45 pts 

 

RWD PCA Championship 

1. Angus Cowan   100 pts 

2. Ron Palmer     96 pts 

3. Ian Cowan     88 pts 

 

Specials Autotest Championship 

1. Rob Iveson   120 pts 

2. Jacqui Raine   116 pts 

3=.  Murray Walker    25 pts 

3=. Stuart Moffat     25 pts 

 

Marshals Championship 

1. Graeme Forrester  115 pts 

2.  Mary Parsons     80 pts 

3. Eddie Parsons    70 pts 

4.  Maggy Bateman    65 pts 

5. Geoff Bateman    60 pts 

6. Steve Palmer     45 pts 

7. Duncan KelleE    40 pts 

8=. David Wiggins    35 pts 

8=. David Agnew     35 pts 

10=. Fiona Tyson     30 pts 

10=. Chris Leece     30 pts 
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PG Tips 

One month on and I am still at war with Car Time in Bury over the VW Eos I bought. The car itself is 

great (still….thankfully) and the roof never fails to entertain the kids and the kid inside me! I’ve also 

discovered that despite the creaking you get on potholed B roads it handles very well….more like a 

hot hatch than a convertible. As for Car Time – they directed me to the Motor Ombudsman who adju-

dicate complaints such as mine. I sent them full details of my complaint on June 16th and got a refer-

ence number. I have not heard back since although I have sent them further evidence to support my 

claim (more details in a second on that) and rang them earlier today but after being on hold for 20 

minutes left a message on the answerphone that they say they will respond to within 2 days. I am not 

holding my breath. In the mean time I posted up a picture of the Eos on an owners Facebook site ask-

ing a question about something and one of the respondents was the former owner. I quickly got in 

touch with him and asked him about the car. Thankfully he said there were no issues and he had 

looked after it and liked it, he just couldn’t fit his kids in the back anymore. I then asked him about 

Car Time and his experience is similar to mine! After telling him his new car was ready to collect they 

made him wait 4 hours and messed about with his finance deal. What was particularly good for me 

though was that they knocked down his trade in price on the basis that it needed a cam belt. Bingo! He 

is willing to help and has given me his details and agreed to talk to the Motor Ombudsman – I am now 

confident I am going to sort this now. Whilst all this has been going on I’ve had the cam belt changed 

at my own expense…I will make Car Time pay for it though!!!!  

2nd Barbon got cancelled 2 days before the event due to the water, flooding paddock issue. I was very 

much looking forward to it as well…..I have now entered Scammonden Dam in August and am con-

templating something for September. I’ve spent the last few days putting the steel doors back on with 

the plastic windows….in case you don’t remember (and I don’t expect anyone to remember the mi-

nute details of my old Skoda nonsense!) I fitted some alloy skinned doors that had been hand made in 

the Czech Republic about 20 years ago. Unfortunately the alloy proved to be so thin and soft that the 

doors were literally falling to pieces.  

I attended the recent breakfast meet at Lingholm and what a cracking little do it was. I reckon there 

would have been over 50 cars easily and the food and coffee were superb at the café there. I had a 

good crack with various people (including my nemesis Marion!) and enjoyed the wide variety of cars 

from virtually every era including a host of Fiat 500s who were on a tour in Cumbria. The owner of 

the place even came out to greet people and advise of the special offer for Wigton club members on 

coffee and sausage/bacon rolls. Thanks to Ron Palmer for coming up with and executing the idea bril-

liantly. Hopefully there will be others in the future. 

Last but not least this month – I’ve entered the Yellow Rapid into the show in August….it is far from 

finished but the bodywork guy promises me it will be sorted for when I get back from holiday on July 
31st. I would say I’m not holding my breath, but I really am because I want to get the bloomin’ thing 
finished so I can drive it! Once it’s back I have some relatively simple (I hope) jobs to do on it and 

then off for the dreaded MOT. As it’s basically a new car I am confident that it will pass….hopefully 
first time round.  

Peter 
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Adverts 
Wanted second hand engine crane: LesleyTurney@gmail.com   Lesley mobile: 07884044617 

Barn storage: There are currently 2 spaces in the barn at £50 per quarter. Contact Graeme on 
gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk 

Race helmet as new but no longer MSA legal. Ideal for track days of for a biker £50 

Oil: 20/50 Silkolene 5 litres for £16.00, 10.40 5 litres for £12. Filters for BMC A & B engines £2.00 
each. Canister and disposable. Red rotor arms £6.00 

Race numbers 50p each. 

Lots of new and second hand MG B parts. 

Contact Graeme on gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk or 01900 825642 

 

Welcome to the following new members and we hope that you will enjoy our 

events and social activities. 

Anthony Raylor from Acomb 

Louise Whitelaw from Dalkeith 

 

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we really hope that you will enjoy reading it. 

For any changes or queries about membership please contact Maggie Bateman on 01697349919  

or by email at wmcmemsub@outlook.com 

The big event this month is of course the Classic & Motorsport Show 

We need around 70 marshals so please volunteer. Duties involve putting the 

cars in place 0900 to 10.00, giving our winners certificates at 12.00 and get-

ting the winning cars in the arena from 15.30. The rest of the time you re free 

to enjoy the show. Anyone who has not marshalled before will get a WMC 

polo shirt! 

Please volunteer to Graeme on gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk 
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Elderly Utterances 

The Voice of Experience! 

Ron Palmer has his say 

As everyone who reads this should know the 19th and 20th August marks a busy weekend for the club 

with the Rose and Thistle Tour taking place on Saturday 19th followed on Sunday 20th by the Cumbria 

Classic and Motorsport Show at Dalemain. I imagine almost all of our members will be involved in 

some way with these events unless you live in far distant parts of the UK or are enjoying an annual 

vacation. 

My primary interest that weekend is organising The Jim Clark - Rose and Thistle which this year is 

making a contribution to the funds required to expand the Jim Clark Rooms in Duns with a museum 

extension. At the time of writing this we have over 70 cars taking part and we would like to exceed 

our previous record of 83 and try to get to the magic 100. Any type and age of car is welcome to take 

part, and the route is straightforward and not at all arduous even for the older cars, but we would like 

your entry please by 11th of August so that the lunches and JC Rooms admissions can be organised in 

good time. Full details and entry forms are available from the events section of the club website – 

www.wigtonmc.co.uk. 

Following the good turnout for this year’s Drive it Day to Dalemain in April the committee thought a 

Breakfast Meet would be worth trying and on Sunday 9th July we enjoyed the hospitality of David 

Seymour, a classic enthusiast himself, and the staff at Lingholm. We attracted a grand selection of 

cars old and more recent including 10 small Fiats which called in to our get together as part of a Fiat 

Lakes Tour organised by Dave Nicholson. At least one of the Fiats was breathed-on with the engine 

enlarged from 500cc to 810cc and boasting a twin choke side draught Webber which dwarfed the en-

gine beneath it, a veritable pocket rocket. In total we had 40 odd cars in attendance displayed on the 

front lawn of the big house in pleasant weather. A ‘motor club special’ was the order of the day in the 

‘Kitchen’ which was very welcome as brunch. We are invited back for a meet next year. 

In common with some other Jaguar XK owners I have been experiencing wheel balance problems 

with my 16” wires. With considerable help and advice from Charles, Kirk and Richard Littlewood it 

became apparent that few tyre dealers had the correct cones to mount wire wheels on a dynamic bal-

ancer. Richard had bought a set of beautifully machined cones for a balancing machine which had 

solved his imbalance problem and these also helped improved my XK significantly but not totally. 

Jeff Tuer at Ivegill Service Station subsequently acquired a set of these cones and can now help any-

one with wire wheel balance issues. He is a patient, knowledgeable operator and owns a splendid E-

Type coupe himself which helps. If you have a problem with balancing wires call him on 016974 

73266. 

 Penrith based member Brian ‘DAK’ Hodgson organised the July pub run, this one with a difference. 

We started on the Burns Road east of Keswick and meandered via Askham to Langwathby where we 

were treated to open house at the collection of David Martin. He owns a considerable number of mo-

torbikes, classic cars and at least one old ERF truck acquired over his years in business and now to be 

enjoyed in retirement. I was taken back to my early County Garage days with the Ford content from 

the ‘60s and ‘70s which included a particularly fine Cortina 1600E two door – an export model not 

marketed in the UK. There was something for everyone and a real surprise to find this based in east 

Cumbria. Afterwards a short drive took us to the Fox Inn at Ousby for food and drinks, a fitting end to 

a pleasant summers evening.   

Ron. 
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Lingholm Breakfast Meet 
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WMC/Gates Historic Rally Awards, 2017 

Round 3: The Lake District Classic Rally, June 25th. 
 

 

Wigton Motor Club organised the Lake District Classic Rally (LDC) based at the Penrith Truck where 

noise, scru8neering, documenta8on, start, lunch and finish. were all located. With a full entry of 35 

historic and 25 targa cars, fine weather and a compact route compe8tors were in for a good day's 

sport. 

The strong historic entry included many of NESCRO's regulars and some old and new local crews 

with an excellent variety of cars. The targa field also aEracted many LDC regulars and a good num-

ber of new faces including some seasoned road rally crews.  

Although this report spotlights the top 3 or 4 crews on the tests, it shouldn't hide the fact that 

8mes were compe88ve in both historics and targas and many crews finishing outside the top 3 or 4 

put in good 8mes during the day. 

Test 1, a conven8onal tarmac autotest at the Truck Stop, saw Andy Beaumont/ Andy Fish (Sunbeam 

Rapier H120) set the historic pace on 48s, John Bertram and daughter (Mexico Mk1) 49s and David 

Short/Roy Heath (Escort Mk2), Stephen Byrne/David Byrne (Healey Sprite) David Marsden/Mike 

Garstang were all on 51s. In the targas, Andy Graham/Ka8e SuEon (Puma), Paul/Esther Bowness 

(MX5), Jon Hill/Michael Pears (Corsa), Stuart Leighton/Anthony Coates (Peugeot 106G8) were all on 

49s and Chris Hunter/Fiona Tyson (MX5) had 50s - very close! 

ANer a determined start the crews set off into the countryside for Test 2 which was a slippery affair 

through a farmyard. Beaumont was on 60s, Tot Dixon on 61s had lost none of his speed aNer his 

year off and we slid home on 62s. Chris Hunter's targa MX5 recorded 61s and pipped the flying 

Andy Graham's Puma on 63s while Bowness and Hill 8ed on 64s.     

A run alongside a gliEering Ullswater with clear views of the fells took us to Test 3 just south of the 

A66. This simple gravel sprint has a knack of pulling cars into its ditches and those who were here in 

2016 treated it with respect - others found the ditches only too welcoming! 

Dave Short began to push hard and 8ed with Beaumont on 63s, we seEled for 65s and John Ber-

tram had 66s. Tot and Maureen Dixon scorched through the test but fell foul of the cones and rec-

orded a wrong test (WT). Tony Harrison/Maurice Ellison gave the stunning Peugeot 405 its first 

compe88ve ou8ng but size and the lack of power steering soon had Tony swea8ng. Andy Graham's 

Puma set the targa bar at 62s and he was chased in by Hill on 64s and Hunter on 65s.  

T4 was a quick tarmac blast with a line astride and two crossings of a hump backed bridge. Beau-

mont kept pushing ahead in the historics recording 44s we had 46s and John Bertram, John SuEon/

Paul Hargreaves (Dolly Sprint) and David/Heidi Garstang (flying Fiesta Mk1) shared 47s. In the tar-

gas, Graham and Hunter were now well and truly locked in baEle sharing 44s with Paul/Esther Bow 
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ness on 45s and Alex Willan/Martyn Taylor star8ng to adjust to the NESCRO format with 46s.  

Threlkeld  Quarry hosted T5 and the loose gravel surfaces soon got the adrenalin flowing. Dave Short 
put everybody to the sword with his 81s, we were trying hard but clipped a cone for a total of 87+10s, 
Ian/Daniel Curwen took 89s in their Golf GTI MK1 and Beaumont and Byrne tied on 90s. Graham's 
Puma had a stunning 83s, the rapidly improving Stephen Short 85s, Jon Hill 86s while Chris Hunter 
dropped time on 89s. 

Tests 6,7,8 and 9 took us through to lunch on tarmac surfaces with some loose on T8. Beaumont kept 
his nose ahead but was pushed hard by Short, Bertram and Byrne. A line fault for us on T6 together 
with the earlier cone dropped us from a potential 3rd to 5th. Jim Hendry, that wily Scottish fox, ped-
alled his venerable TR2 into 6th. Junior Garstang's flying Fiesta dropped time at the Auction Mart but 
they were holding on to 7th and would continue to go well in the afternoon. By lunch, the Targa bat-
tle had ebbed and flowed to Chris Hunter's advantage and he led with 506s, Andy Graham had 508s, 
Paul/Esther Bowness 530s and Stephen Short 543s. Bob Hargreaves took to the driver's seat in his 
smart BMW Compact and enjoyed a good morning with 546s. Stephen/Jack Palmer had been quiet 
but quick with 556s. Experienced night rallyist, Alex Willan, was putting in some competitive times 
and recorded 559s.  

It was all to play for when the crews left the lunch halt for the afternoon's tests. Sadly, we didn't join 
them as the Escort dropped onto 3 cylinders as we finished T9. Much under bonnet rooting about and 
adjusting didn't solve the problem so it joined a number of other crews who'd retired by lunch with 
"mechanicals". 

Another circuit of the two Auction Mart tests opened the afternoon before crews headed south for 
their first run at Highfield (T12). And, it was so close: Beaumont 63s, Short 64s, Bertram 65s and 
Curwen 66s. On the second run through Highfield (T16), the times were Beaumont 62s, Short 63s 
(and however fast Dave Short went Andy B managed to stay 1s ahead), Ian Curwen improved dra-
matically with a 63s and Rob Iveson also improved to 65s. The targa cars were also going quickly 
and on the whole only a handful of seconds separated them. The outstanding time was Chris Hunter, 
MX5, whose stunning 60s took the outright FTD on T16! 

Two runs through Waters Farm with a route variation them and code boards usually sorts the men 
from the boys. On the Historics' first run (T13) only Beaumont and Short went under 120s tying on 
116s; but, on the second run (T15) Beaumont scorched through on 105s, Bertram was in the groove 
again with 107s, Wood in the stylish Volvo P1800 had 109s, and Dixon pushed the Mini to a crack-
ing 113s. The Targa cars were also going well and on T13 Graham took it with 118s, Willan/Taylor 
had 121s while Hunter and Bowness tied on 122s. On their 2nd run  (T15) Hunter pulled out the stops 
again with 105s, Willan took 110s, Graham 113s and Bowness 114s. 

After a run through Hardendale and the final test at the Truck Stop crews were soon tucking into a 
classic Truck Stop meal while studying the provisional results. With few issues to resolve, the final 
results confirmed that times had been very close throughout the event. Beaumont/Fish were worthy 
Historic winners on 1055s - clean, tidy and quick they had managed to pull away from the field. 
Short/Heath on 1084s were 2nd, John Bertram and his daughter took a good 3rd on 1147s. The Targa 
win went to Andrew Graham with 1052, Hunter/Tyson had a spectacular day in their MX5 to take 
2nd with 1062s and Paul/Esther Bowness came home into 3rd in their MX5 with 1106s. 

 

Well done WMC for delivering a very competitive and compact event. 

 

Mike Garstang.  
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 Shelsley Classic Nostalgia lives up to its name  

 

Once again, the Classic Nostalgia meeting at Shelsley Walsh was everything it promised to be with a 

superb variety of cars of all ages. This meeting is aimed primarily at cars from the post war period up 

to 1980 but to give spectators of which there were many thousands the chance to see cars of other pe-

riods in action they do make provision to have a class structure that allows certain cars that the organ-

isers think fit to compete as well. These “add on” classes certainly provided drama, variety and many 

heart stopping moments especially at the two right angled bends known as “Bottom Ess” and “Top 

Ess”.  

Cars in these additional classes were from 

periods as early as the 1920s including one 

of the most famous machines ever to be seen 

at hill climbs that being the world famous 

contraption, it can only loosely be described 

as a car because it has a GN chassis, this is 

the ex Basil Davenports “Spider 2”. This 

machine is driven very heroically by Martin 

Spencer a lovely young guy who must have 

had all his fear and senses surgically re-

moved. A really fearsome machine, it con-

sists of a very basic pair of chassis rails fit-

ted with an immensely powerful V Twin en-

gine, a series of chains driving a narrow sol-

id rear axle with no differential at all, yet differential is essential to allow the car to go around corners 

as one wheel by necessity has to slow down if it’s on the inside of the bend. The only way this projec-

tile will go around corners is to slide round by breaking the grip of the rear tyres and drifting it around 

every corner.  

The immensely powerful vee Twin has exposed chain driven sprockets on the engine with no guards 

on it what so ever just as it has done since the year it was built. Even more dangerous is the fact that 

the driver sits on top of four huge drive chains and sprockets with only a piece of half inch-thick ply-

wood between his wedding tackle and the most acute form of torture ever devised should the plywood 

give way. Wheels are spindly spoked items such as would be fitted to a motorcycle sidecar sometimes 

with twin wheels on the rear, just study the photos to see what I mean it is virtually impossible to de-

scribe or visualise it.  

At the other end of the time spectrum were over twenty group A rally cars mainly ex works ones for-

merly driven by such greats as Colin McRae, Carlos Sainz, Tony Pond, Tommi Makinen and other 

notables Former works Mitsubishi driver Kristian Sohlberg flew over specially from Finland to drive 

the Mitsubishi Lancer WRC04 and his efforts were rewarded as he put up the fastest time in the rally 

car class. All these cars were driven very enthusiastically, wildly and skilfully all these descriptions 

apply, they really attacked the hill some using not only the track but the banks and verges as well in 

superb well controlled slides the 4WD tearing out big chunks of scenery keeping the marshals work-

ing furiously with their brushes clearing the debris. The spectators and commentators loved it.  

Malcolm and Donald Campbell were honoured with a display of vehicles connected to the families 

involvement in World land speed records.” Bluebird” was fired up at various times over the weekend, 

Gina Campbell and Don Wales took the stage in the courtyard and were interviewed and talked open-

ly and frankly about the goings on in the Campbell family, for this they received tremendous ap-

plause.  
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So popular has this event become many people didn’t get an entry or only got an entry on one of the 

days instead of both as organisers tried to accommodate all those entered in championships in which 

this event was a counter. These championships varied from the twenty or so Austin 7s in the Bert 

Hadley, another couple of dozen cars mainly Healey 3000s but also Sprites and a Jensen Healy in the 

Healey championship, it was a Paul Matty Lotus round, Volvo owners club consisting of mainly 

P544s and others too.  

Bucklers are celebrating the 70th anniversary 

this year so the organisers kindly offered us a 

class of our own if we got a minimum of five 

entries, we managed nine entries each day, eve-

ry car different in either body shape or engine 

type. The fastest cars by far in this class were 

two very low streamlined cars driven by Shels-

ley hill record holder for nine years Richard 

Brown with a full race 1380cc A series engine. 

The other driven by racing driver Rob Newall 

with a full race Coventry Climax 1500 engine, 

this wonderful car was imported from New 

Zealand, it will next be seen in the Magwick 

cup at the Goodwood Revival. Rob was also 

driving the ex Whitney Straight, Prince Bira of Siam’s Maserati 8c. Both these cars are part of a sta-

ble of cars which also includes the ex Amhirst Villiers Bugatti 35, all these cars are owned by a love-

ly guy by the name of Chris Jaques who is one of the nicest, most interesting guys it is possible to 

meet. His interests include being a jazz clarinettist, he has played jazz in a band for 51 years and 

played for the Queen and other royalty numerous times at the Royal Yacht Club in Cowes week. I 

am still waiting to find out what I’m good at but like my Buckler being in my 70th year I haven’t got 

51 more years to find out what it is.  

Graeme Forrester disappointingly only got an entry on the Saturday with his FIA MGB as he wasn’t 

in a championship, however he turned disappointment into a successful weekend as he is training to 

become an MSA steward so he volunteered his services. This was accepted so he officiated on Sun-

day and he learnt a tremendous amount about event organisation that even Graeme with all his mo-

torsport knowledge was unaware of. That is hard to believe I know but very true.  

Graeme’s other half Helen thoroughly enjoyed the weekend, she was seen sitting in the sun with oth-

er wives checking out that the temperature of the Prosecco that was offered was OK. They may not 

have noticed but they were in the background whilst a film unit from Channel 4 were doing a half 

hour film about the Campbells and Shelsley competitors so spent quite a bit of time filming and do-

ing interviews with some Buckler drivers near them. This film will be on Channel 4 in September.  

So, a very successful event once more, the organisers were wonderful as usual always trying to ac-

commodate people if possible. Over the last year they have made vast improvements especially for 

members of the Midland Automobile Club which is the organisation behind Shelsley. They have put 

in a new road and members car park adjacent to the paddock in the orchard so It’s well worth becom-

ing a member of MAC if you wish to compete or spectate at the venue as being a member gives 

many other benefits too. Check out the Shelsley website for details.  

Keith Thomas. 
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Shelsley Classic Nostalgia Mee)ng 

 

 

 

 

 

    Some great 60’s single seaters                                 A lightweight E type for sale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Replica Bluebird                                                       Austin 7s ready for take off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     I was surprised to be ten seconds                         Entertainment in the courtyard. 

      Quicker than the Mustang in  my 

      Class. 
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This month’s victim is Keith Thomas: 

I first got involved in Motorsport as a 12 year old unpaid schoolboy serving petrol at Winthorpe’s gar-
age in Workington in the early 1960s to many of the members of West Cumberland Motor Club meet-
ing people like Bert Lowry and Max De Redder started my interest in Motorsport .Navigating for Bri-
an Winthorpe in a TR3a was the initial introduction to competition being very keen and able read a 
map reasonably  well I suddenly found I was in demand as a navigator, basically I suppose because 
most of the drivers wives weren't remotely interested in map reading. I navigated for lots of members 
in a variety of cars such as Sunbeam Rapiers, VW beetles, Minis, Hillman Imps, Anglia 105e, 
Cortinas etc, all pretty mundane models when first introduced.  Then the arrival of the Mini Cooper, 
Cooper S, Cortina GTs and the occasionally Lotus Cortina appeared.  I was suddenly getting invited to 
navigate for some quick drivers in what were quick cars for those days. Wilson Watson who had a 
tyre business at Waverton was one of the quickest drivers I navigated for in the early days many older 
people will remember they were the first specialist tyre business in the area. 

Later an apprenticeship at British Steel in Workington as a structural plater set me up with fabrication 
and other skills and local vehicle dismantler Ken Wilson sold me lightly damaged cars that were easi-
ly repaired and transformed into rally cars. 

The friendship with the Wilson family developed so much so that Ken became my co driver on inter-
national rallies, my girlfriend Carol now my long suffering wife generally was my navigator on most 
other events  and she was really good and still is I must add although occasionally other navigators did 
step in if needed. 

None of our cars cost much in monetary terms, many of my friends were competing against me, we 
used lots of secondhand parts to build our cars and well known motorsport characters such as Eddie 
Farrell, Tony Grisedale, John Hunter, Ron Palmer, Charles Graves, Russel Grant, Edwin Cook, Mike 
Beaty and even David Bird who was tragically murdered a few years ago were regular visitors to the 
Wilson emporium. 

A very young Malcolm Wilson also became interested in Motorsport and I took him in my Downton 
tuned Mini Cooper when doing the opening car on the Peak Revs Rally which I organised. Later he 
did rallies such as the Jim Clark and Lindisfarne rallies sitting in his full harness seat belts with his 
helmet on in the back seat of my MK 2 Cortina GT with Carol navigating. These fabulous rallies used 
many of the Keilder and border forests as well as the Otterburn tank ranges, I doubt if a 15-year-old 
would be allowed to do this these days on such events. 

Ford cars were always my favourite cars being easy to work on, an Anglia 105e became a quick car 
when a 1500 Cortina GT motor was substituted for the 997cc unit that it left Dagenham with. Brakes 
or good suspension weren't our top priority in those days and this was evident with the frequency of 
the times we rolled the cars at auto crosses or had some rather hairy moments. 

Although we were all great rivals we all helped each other in any way we could, in fact we still do to 
this day. Countless times we have stopped mid stage on rallies including the Scottish International 
Rally and towed fellow competitors out of ditches, a good stage time on one stage wasn't as important 
to us as enjoying the driving on countless more miles of many other stages. Keith McCleary from 
Gretna who was known as a rather wild driver once pulled up and picked me up mid stage on the 
Granite City Rally at Aberdeen in his Escort Twin Cam when I snapped a prop shaft. I clambered in, 
then with me lying across his navigator’s lap Keith continued to drive as if I wasn’t there using full 
opposite lock and having a very heavy right foot he gave me a demonstration of life on the edge, it 
was probably better than the best laxative you could buy. A true sportsman, how many people these 
days would do that and lose twenty or thirty seconds on a stage. Thanks Keith, much appreciated. 

So if I had unlimited money what six vehicles would I have in my garage? 

Well I admit I must have one of the strangest, boring and least expensive choices that it would be pos-
sible to have. I have absolutely no desire for a McLaren or Ferrari or anything similar, I like vehicles 
to be easy to start with a single key, no buttons to press or anything complicated, easy to drive and  
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have good visibility all round. Modern cars with little or no glass are a nightmare, driving a Minivan 
in the 1960s probably had more rearward visibility than a Range Rover Evoke or similar cars coming 

off the production lines today. 

I would have a grey Fergie tractor a TE20. In fact I 
would keep my own that I have had for 33 years now 
but having unlimited money it could be treated to a set 
of new pistons and liners as it uses more oil than diesel 
these days and its location  in our neighbourhood is very 
easy to see by the dense plume of blue smoke making it 
appear to be running on steam. This improvement 
would be a great asset to our planet and has been a must 
do job on my list for many years now. 

 

 

 

I love cutting grass and we have a reasonable sized par-
cel of land plus small area of woodland which I love 
mowing paths through, we have two lawn tractors but 
the smaller of the two a “Murray”  I bought in 1998 is 
still going strong albeit having a replacement engine 
(secondhand), the cutting deck welded countless times 
and many new blades and bearings, the steering wheel 
and seat are original though.  A brand new one is about 
£1500, I would be very happy to buy another one the 
same tomorrow.  20 years from now I will be 90 so I 
could then consider another new one!  

 

    

 

My Buckler which was restored from a total wreck 
has given me countless pleasure both rebuilding and 
competing with it in many motorsport events. It has 
been the catalyst that has introduced Carol and I to so 
many people 
that have 
since become 
such great 
friends that it 
must take 
pride of place 

in my motorhouse as the vintage guys call their garages. 

Other cars I considered were my first Mini Cooper, several 
Cortina’s both Mk 1s and 2s, Escort Mk 1s and 2s, these have 
been great cars and I loved every one. However, I had the 
greatest thrill and privilege to co drive for Malcom Wilson 
when he was British Rally Champion in 1979 on a couple of 
rallies in a Works Escort MK2 sponsored by Total Oil. One 
rally we won by an unbelievable four minutes and the second 
event I did with him in 1979 was equally memorable it was 
the Castrol National Rally in Wales which was held just be-
fore the RAC rally using the same forests so it attracted all 
the works cars and works drivers getting in some practise. On 
this event, we were second to Ari Vatenan but beat Jimmy 
McRae in a works Vauxhall Chevette, Hannu Mikkola in a  
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similar works Escort to ours and a string of other works cars and drivers. For this reason, HHJ701N 
would definitely have to be one of my 6 vehicles.      

Having had a number of Volvo estates since 1974, in-
cluding 140s 240s, 740s, 940s, V70s  an XC70 4 wheel 
drive and an T5 turbo S70 all have been fantastic cars, 
all bought second-hand I must add. My current D5 V70 
is equally superb at towing but this only 2 wheel drive 
one, really, I should just have a new XC 90 but if it 
were possible to have a brand new old model Toyota 
Amazon Landcruiser from the 1990s with the 4.2 in line 
engine. That would probably be my choice the reason 
being just before Toyota were banned for using illegal 
turbos on their WRC cars they were testing in Set-
murthy and Didier Auriol broke a centre diff in his GT4 
works car so they brought it to our house to wash it off 
before the works mechanics replaced the diff. Towing it 

was the Amazon Landcruiser probably the best tow car ever produced so an old stock but unused 1990 
model one would do me fine. 

 

If I was a multi millionaire I wouldn't want to do anything 
particularly different than I do now, long haul flights are not 
my thing but I seem to like digging holes or moving things 
about with my little Kubota digger which is rather like a 
small JCB with a front bucket and rear back actor.  This is a 
fantastic tool and I spend hours on it so a new one would be 
a must.     

  

 

 

Finally, something exotic you may ask, well not for me I'm 
afraid, I think one of the old Citroen vans with the corrugat-
ed tin sides used by, creperie owners, bakers, farmers, horse 
butchers, Telecom and postal services in France when we 
first started going there in about 1982 for holidays would do 
me fine. I would convert it to a camper van inside but leave 
it intact externally and original looking. This would take me 
to autojumbles and similar events but to give it a bit more 
power I would supercharge it or maybe even pop a V8 into 
it as the burble of a V8 is so wonderful to listen to, no need 
to drive fast or even have any in car entertainment system, 

the burbling V8 does it all for me.  

So that's it I'm afraid, simple things please simple minds but that is me in a nutshell, I just wish some 
of these car designers would take a few steps back and look at making vehicles serviceable rather than 
follow fashion and even worse incorporate all or even more bad ideas thought up by other designers. 

              Keith Thomas. 

 

Thanks again to Michael Marsland for organising this article as usual. 
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August Pub Run 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just part of Graham Martin’s fantastic collection 
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Inside The Industry 

UK Car Sales – Half Time Report 

With half the year gone new car sales in the UK are just over 1% below last year, but the month of 

June continued the trend we’ve seen since the end of March at almost 5% down. Private customer 

sales are almost 5% down with fleet sales actually slightly up. Most noticeable diesels are almost 10% 

down (almost 15% down in the month of June), petrol 5% up and alternative fuelled cars over 27% 

up. 

Biggest winner is Aston Martin (+110%), with Maserati 35% up. In bigger manufacturers Jaguar are 

+23% (F Pace), SEAT +20% and biggest growth in volume terms is Mercedes 10% up being almost 

10000 more sales than last year in 6 months. Kia are over 9% up and Hyundai over 4% - the Koreans 

are definitely coming! 

The worried ones will be Jeep -50%, Citroen -26%, Subaru -22%, SEAT -20%, Vauxhall and 

Mitsubishi both -15%, Mazda -14%, Peugeot -13% and Honda -10%. 

The Future of Diesel 

As noted above diesel sales are dropping fast, and in certain regions of the country (London most of 

all) this is particularly marked. This causes enormous problems for manufacturers who have been very 

reliant on diesel, they simply can’t switch dramatically from producing diesel engines to petrol over-

night or even over months.  Those particularly affected are the German and French manufacturers, as 

well as Land Rover of course. A few days ago one of our business customers asked us to locate a new 

Skoda Octavia Estate for them with petrol power. When our dealer sent us the list of cars either in UK 

stock or on the way from the factory there were almost 400 cars on it. Of these FOUR were petrol and 

these were all the high performance VRS model. The cheaper petrols have all been sold, all you can 

get quickly is a diesel because people don’t want them. We’ve had a similar experience with a petrol 

Mercedes C Class for a London customer, December delivery. 

Autocar magazine recently carried a survey showing that more than half of those questioned who 

owned a diesel car intended to buy either petrol or hybrid next time. Only 23% of all the owners ques-

tioned said they would purchase diesel next time, last year almost half or private buyers chose this 

fuel. 

The manufacturers are fighting back. Jaguar Land Rover’s boss recently argued that diesel is being 

unfairly targeted with the debate being “dominated by misinformation”. The truth JLR insists is that 

under the latest Euro 6 emission regulation Nitrogen Dioxide (NOx) emissions from petrol and diesel 

engines are very close together, but opponents argue this is true for results obtained under laboratory 

conditions not real world. What is true is that diesel cars are responsible for only 11% of NOx emis-

sions in London, gas central heating is responsible for 16% and nobody’s suggested banning that! JLR 

point out that if diesel sales dip the impact on their profits will be severe, starving them of funds to 

invest in developing new cleaner powertrains. True of course even if this does smack of blackmail! 

The German manufacturers have taken some actions that would have seemed unbelievable a little 

while ago. Mercedes have “voluntarily” recalled 3 MILLION cars in Europe to upgrade the software 

and thereby cut NOx emissions. Mercedes insist that they have not been forced to do this but simply 

want their customers to benefit from advances in technology. The final part of their statement perhaps 

rings more of the truth: “It’s part of a strategy that we hope will ensure diesel is perceived as a clean  
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fuel that has a long term future ahead of it”. This action will cost Merc £195 million, they’re not 

spending that out of charity but because they are very reliant on diesel sales. To put it into perspective 

that’s about as much as they spend on F1. 

BMW and Audi are taking similar if less dramatic actions. Both have agreed after “discussions” with 

the Bavarian State Government to retrofit more than 50% of their Euro 5 diesel engine cars with 

“improved” software that will reduce NOx emissions by at least 20% 

VW have introduced a new range of powerful, economical, and low emission engines into their Passat 

and Tiguan models, bowing to the inevitable perhaps? 

Can Electric Cars Really Take Over 

A lot of people were shocked when Volvo recently announced that it was going “all electric” from 

2019. As ever many parts of the media reported this news in a pretty sensational away leaving people 

with the impression that in only 2 years time it would be impossible to buy a Volvo with a petrol or 

diesel engine. 

What Volvo actually said was that by 2019 all its NEW products would contain an “ELEMENT” of 

electric vehicle technology. Existing internal combustion powered cars will continue to be available 

for some time after 2019, until people stop buying them I’d expect? There will be 5 pure electric cars, 

the rest of the range will be hybrids with electric power in addition to a petrol or diesel engine.  

The Volvo announcement is a reflection of how things are moving, but people are now beginning to 

look at the practicalities of a large scale move to pure electric cars. Here’s some of the problems to be 

overcome: 

Are there enough charging stations? The simple answer is no. The number of these in the UK has in-

creased by 16% in the last year, sales of pure electric or hybrid cars have increased by over 27%. A 

very significant investment in more charging stations is needed. 

Are electric cars as green as people think? Again the answer is no. Building an electric car generates 

considerably more CO2 because so much more energy is required for mining the lithium, nickel and 

other materials that go into the battery. With European mix of generating electricity from coal, gas, 

renewable, and nuclear electric cars will produce 20-30% less pollution than petrol/diesels over their 

life. Using Chinese or Indian electricity largely produced by coal fired power stations electric cars 

might actually be WORSE polluters.   

Is there enough electricity to recharge all these cars? Again the answer is no, or at least not yet. A large 

scale move to electric cars would result in an increase of 15-20% in UK power demand. Which (if 

we’re going to be green) means another 10000 on shore or 5000 offshore wind turbines requiring a 

subsidy of an extra £2 billion a year. Or 5 more nuclear stations like Hinkley, but we seem to be strug-

gling to build the first one? Already our electrical infrastructure is marginal, and increasing demand by 

up to 20% is just not possible currently. One major power supplier has already said they will want the 

right to switch off car charging points at peak times to avoid power cuts. 

What about the loss of tax on fuel? As electric cars replace petrol and diesel it’s been forecast that the 

Government will lost £170 Billion in fuel tax over the next 13 years. That money will have to be re-

placed somehow. More toll roads and using GPS technology to charge motorists on a pence per mile 

basis are already under consideration.   

Will customers be able to get them repaired and serviced? Whilst electric cars require far less service 

and repair only 1% of car mechanics in the UK have been trained to work safely on high voltage mod-

els. Almost all of these are in franchised dealerships. The industry has asked for a £30 million grant to 

support more training, no reply from Westminster so far.  
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Jaguar Up, Land Rover Down 

The F Pace launched last year is now Jaguar’s top selling car, and responsible for half of all new Jags 

sold. So if you thought Jaguar’s role in life was to produce sports cars and refined sporting saloons 

think again. Now Jaguar has launched a smaller SUV version called E Pace to be available in the au-

tumn with prices from £28500. 

For Jaguar dealers these two cars will mean they are making money for the first time in years. Whilst 

the compact XE brought them volume it doesn’t make them much money being sold at thin margins 

(expect discounts of £4-£5000 even on the bottom end models). Almost all Jaguar dealers of course 

now sell Land Rover also, and the LR bit has been extremely profitable for them in recent years. 

There are signs now of the fat margins on LR products which have largely been sold with no discount 

are coming to an end.  

There has of course been a steady flow of new products from Land Rover. Discovery Sport was fol-

lowed by “big” Discovery, then Velar which fits in between Evoque and Range Rover Sport. Each has 

been eagerly awaited and created waiting lists but these seem to melt more quickly now than previ-

ously. Discovery Sport has gone from no discount to several thousand pounds in just over a year, and 

LR have introduced a reduced price entry model so this car is now cheaper than the smaller (and 

much older) Evoque. Expect a few thousand off an Evoque as well as very cheap lease rates, and 

deals are now being done on new Discovery less than a year after launch. 

Everyone seems to want the latest product if only for a little while but as margins slim for dealers they 

will be feeling the pain of the many millions the manufacturer has forced them to invest in beautiful 

new showrooms.    

Paul Gilligan 

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk  
07785 293222 
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Andy’s Armchair 

 

I’m writing this while watching Free Practice 2 from Silverstone on the TV having spent the last few 
days in hospital, where they've put the old prostate back to rights! It's a highly recommended fun 
packed few days break for masochists, otherwise I'd give it a miss if you possibly can! 

 

You've got to say that F1 is proving a good deal more entertaining this season than of late, with Fer-
rari and if the last couple of races are anything to go by Red Bull getting in on the act at the head of 
the field as well. It'll certainly give Messrs Wolf and Lauda a bit more to think about. On top of that 
young Mr Bottas isn't exactly a shrinking violet and is keeping Lewis very honest indeed. Up to now 
the two of them seem to be rubbing along quite well but the sparks will start to fly if and when he 
becomes a real contender for championship honours. 

 

The kerfuffle in Baku when Vettel ran into the back of Hamilton and then banged wheels was quite 
strange, but as far as I can see the main problems were caused by the powers that be for the follow-
ing two reasons. First, why wasn't a virtual safety car used? If it had been then the first bump could-
n't have happened. Second why race on circuits which are little more than a tube where dislodged 
parts of racing cars hit a wall and bounce back onto the track where they're run over, get smashed 
and inflict punctures plus other damage. the answers of course are not related to the racing. In the 
safety car incident the organisers wanted to close the field up to falsely create more of a spectacle 
purely for the TV audience. I n the second such tracks are only there as there's a big "wedge of 
dosh" being handed over in order to buy a race. As long as these attitudes prevail then the essence of 
real racing is always going to be pushed into the background.  

 

There was a programme on Radio 4 recently about pollution caused by vehicles. It was generally 
quite interesting but the point that sticks in my mind was that if you spend your whole life sorting 
out household waste and recycling it, it would still not equal a single holiday flight in terms of the 
damage you do to the planet. Maybe someone should be trying to get the aircraft industry to accept 
their responsibilities and give us motorists a break. 

 

A friend of mine is waiting for his new Aston Martin Vanquish V12. Apparently there's a batch of 
150 being made and they're going to be the end of the model run, so should be quite sought after in 
the future. He already has an Aston and after two years of ownership he tells me he's only lost a very 
small amount on it -shame you don't seem to be able to achieve the same results when all you can 
afford are run of the mill motor cars. 

 

Ends 

AA 
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 What’s On 

WMC events and other events of interest 

August 

     5/6    Nostalgia race meeting at Croft HSCC 

   13th    Blue Streak Historic & Targa  SMC 

   19th    Rose & Thistle    WMC 

   20th    Cumbria Classic & Motorsport Show WMC 

   26/28   Oulton Park Gold Cup   HSCC 

   27th    Pendragon Stages at Warcop  Trio 

 

 

 

Visit the Facebook page for the latest news or the webpage at 

www.wigtonmc.co.uk 
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